CW-X
As the leading technical
running garment in the US,
CW-X is now available in
Australia. Suited to a range
of sports and activities and
used by the elite to the
recreational, the history and
research behind CW-X has
them established as one of
the premier conditioning
tights the world has to offer.
The garments, which fit like
a second skin, incorporate
the patented CW-X Kinesio
Support Web technology
which mimics proven
Kinesio taping techniques
that sports professionals
apply to muscles to improve
performance and decrease
injuries. The Kinesio support
web provides numerous
benefits, including improved
circulation, efficiency of
movement during exercise
and improved stability and
balance.
Visit www.cw-x.com.au

SPLASHitTOME
Sick of being wet, cold and soggy on rainy day or carrying around a
bulky umbrella and getting wet anyway? EnviroTrend have come up the
perfect solution, the new SPLASHitToMe TM compact raincoat folds
up into its pocket for easy storage and pops out to keep you dry even in
the most torrential rain. Made from high quality waterproof nylon, its
perfect for adults and kids alike - commuting, work, sport, travel and
leisure. SPLASHitToMe TM comes in 5 bright colours.
Visit www.envirotrend.com.au

DYNAMO MAXIMUM
Dynamo Maximum works across
the entire wash to provide excellent
results every time. While tough
on stains, Dynamo Maximum also
cares for your clothes ensuring
they’re left smelling fresh and
looking clean.

QUADLOCK MOUNTING SYSTEM
The Quad Lock is the lightest, strongest and most secure mounting
system on the market. Using the turn and lock mechanism you can
mount your phone in seconds. Manufactured from 100% engineering
grade polycarbonate, the same material race car windshields are made
from, it's built to last. The best feature of the Quad Lock Mounting
System is the ability to integrate technology into activities where
holding/using your phone is difficult, dangerous or near impossible.
The Quad Lock® Mounting System supports iPhone, iPad
and Android* devices.
Visit www.quadlockcase.com

WIN! WIN!

Inflight Publishing is giving you the chance to win a
Quad Lock Bike Kit.
Email Lahnee@inflightmagazine.com.au with BIKEKIT
in the subject line and tell me what you want to see
featured in our product pages. Include your address.
Entries close July 15.

WIN! WIN!

Inflight Publishing is giving you the chance to win
one of four product packs from Colgate.
Email Lahnee@inflightmagazine.com.au with
COLGATE in the subject line and tell me which
Colgate product you want to try. Include your
address. Entries close July 15.

COLGATE SLIM SOFT
Colgate Slim Soft includes thin, tapered bristles that
are a tiny 0.1mm in width - that’s 17 times slimmer than
those of any other ordinary toothbrush! With an added
bonus of a softer and thinner head, Colgate Slim Soft
provides up to six times deeper reach for a thorough,
gentle clean and goes in between teeth and along the
gum line with ease.
COLGATE PLAX FRESH TEA
Colgate Plax Fresh Tea is a great
tasting new mouthwash guaranteed
to give you a healthier, fresher mouth,
without the burning sensation.
COLGATE SENSITIVE PRORELIEF MOUTHWASH
Colgate Sensitive Pro-Relief
Mouthwash is an innovative new
mouthwash designed to provide
long lasting sensitivity relief for
your teeth. n
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